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BRIEF INFO ABOUT FABSR

• Established on 12 October 1995.

• Members are architectural organizations from the Black Sea countries: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Georgia, Russia, Romania, Turkey and Ukraine.

• + Greece became a new member in March 2011

• Open to welcome all professional organizations covered by the enlarged definition of the Black Sea basin: Moldova (a possible future member)

• The main purpose of the Forum is to combine professional efforts of architects of the Black Sea Region for region’s cultural, ecological, social, economic well-being.

• FABSR Term Presidency in Romania until Oct 2011: Order of Architects of Romania (OAR)
• Next Term Presidency: Union of Architects of Bulgaria (UAB)

• FABSR Permenant Secretariat in Turkey: Chamber of Architects of Turkey (CAT)
Last meeting:
- FABSR Meeting in Tulcea-ROMANIA
16 October 2010

Working meeting + conference


Representatives from Bulgaria, Romania, Russia and Turkey attended the event.

Meeting Resolutions

Tulcea Declaration
Past meetings:
- FABSR Meeting in Trabzon-TURKEY, 16 May 2009
- FABSR Meeting in Istanbul-TURKEY, 21 February 2008
- FABSR Meeting in Batumi-GEORGIA, 25 September 2003
- FABSR Meeting in Sochi-RUSSIA, 6-9 September 2004
- FABSR Meeting in Sofia-BULGARIA, 16 May 2006
- FABSR Conference in Ankara-TURKEY, 12-13 December 1996
- First FABSR Conference in Tbilisi-GEORGIA, 10-12 October 1995
Meeting schedule:

- Today: FABSR meeting in parallel to Balkan Architecture Conference, Istanbul, **16 June 2011**

- Next meeting: FABSR Bulgarian Term Presidency opening meeting, Bulgaria, **October 2011**
You can reach all information about FABSR from the website: www.fabsr.org
You can reach all documents about FABSR from the website:
www.fabsr.org
FABSR PLANS:

• Development of an architectural policy for the Black Sea region and organization of an architectural ideas competition for gathering ideas for such a policy

• Creation of a FABSR Database that will gather research done about architecture, urban development, environment, cultural & architectural heritage in the Black Sea Region

• Realization of the idea of connecting cultural and natural tourism routes in the Black Sea countries for the possible creation of a Black Sea route.
You are all welcome to the Balkan Architecture Conference in Istanbul tomorrow!

«Architecture and Urban Development in the Balkans»

More than 10 countries in the Balkan region is invited in this conference to share their views on architecture, urban development and architectural organization in the Balkans.

4 countries from Black Sea are also Balkan countries.
Thank you!